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The Seismic Project Identification Report (SPIR) is a new report format that documents the seismic retrofit
concepts proposed for a high risk school block.
The Ministry of Education (Ministry) requires that a School District submit an SPIR for any school block as
the first step in the District's request for seismic retrofit funding.
APEGBC, as the Ministry's technical advisor for the Seismic Mitigation Program, was requested by the
Ministry to develop the format and technical requirements for the SPIR.
SPIRs are due diligence documents that are designed to present seismic upgrading options to assist
seismic safety planning by both the School District and the Ministry. The expectation is that SPIR
information will guide the seismic upgrading of school blocks in a safe and cost-effective manner.
Ongoing feedback from engineering practitioners is encouraged to advance future refinements in the
format for the SPIR document.
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School District No. 40 retained John A Wallace Engineering and David Nairne + Associates to provide a
Seismic Project Identification Report for Block 1 (Two-Storey Classroom) of Sir Richard McBride
Elementary School. This school Block was identified as a High Seismic Risk in the previous Rapid
Seismic Risk Assessment Report.
The main portion of the Block 1 Two-Storey Classroom was originally constructed in 1929; however, there
was an addition to the northwest corner in 1956 and some small additions to the north and south of the
Block 2 Gym. The Two-Storey Classroom is constructed with wood frame walls, floors and roofs. There’s
a Crawl Space under a significant portion of the Block with post and beam bearing lines in the interior and
concrete or stone foundation walls/footings around the perimeter.
There
Risk:







are several deficiencies associated with this Block that contribute to its rating as a High Seismic
The roof diaphragm has inadequate strength, stiffness and chords.
The floor diaphragms have inadequate drag struts and chords.
The wood-frame LDRSs have inadequate capacity and anchorage.
Load paths between the diaphragms and LDRSs and between the LDRSs and the foundation are
inadequate.
The stone foundation walls are brittle and have inadequate capacity. Concrete foundations are
inadequate for uplift anchorage.
Connections between sections of the Block constructed at different times should be upgraded.

A Phased Retrofit approach is not considered to be practical for this Block, as the difference in scope
between a Phased Retrofit and a Life Safety Retrofit is minimal. The scope of work for a Life Safety
Retrofit includes: upgrading the roof diaphragm and parts of the Upper Floor ceiling diaphragm;
upgrading drag struts and chords in all diaphragms; upgrading existing LDRSs throughout the Block and
installing new LDRSs within the Crawl Space and Attic; upgrading the load path connections between the
diaphragms and the LDRSs and between the LDRSs and the foundations; installing new foundations
within the Crawl Space and upgrading existing foundations around the perimeter; improving intra-Block
connections. Temporary shoring work will be required to carry out foundation upgrades, and the floor will
need to be opened up to provide access to certain areas of the Crawl Space. Prior to carrying out
detailed design, it will be necessary to carry out investigations to confirm details of existing construction.
Existing drawings are limited and many aspects of the construction are not shown.
The construction of the retrofits to this Block could be carried out in approximately 12 months with
significant disruption to school activities. Temporary accommodation will be required, unless the school
has sufficient extra space. Asbestos containing materials will have to be removed prior to construction.
The total construction cost to retrofit this Block is estimated to be $3,841,800 ($1,188 / m2).
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School District (Box #3-1)

Block Name (Box #3-2)

40 – New Westminster

1929 Two Storey Classroom

Structural Firm (Box #3-3)

Engineer-of-Record (Box #3-4)

John A Wallace Engineering Ltd.

John Wallace, P.Eng., Struct.Eng.

David Nairne + Associates Ltd.

Brian Fortier, P.Eng.

Years of Construction (Box #3-5)

Floor Area (Box #3-6)

1929, 1956, 1967

3235 m2

Construction Type (Box #3-7)

Site Classification (Box #3-8)

#21 - Older and Heavier Wood
Frame

C

Comments on Construction Type (Box #3-9)
Roofs and floors are typically constructed with shiplap on dimensional lumber joists. Throughout most of
the block, the roof and ceiling above the upper floor are in two separate planes, where perpendicular
wood stud pony walls are sandwiched between roof joists and ceiling joists. Ceilings are typically finished
on the underside with wood lath and plaster, in addition to having dropped ceiling tiles. Walls are balloonframed wood studs and typically finished on the interior with lath and plaster, drywall, or both. There is
stucco finish on exterior walls. Most exterior walls are double-wythe wood stud walls, where older brick
veneer was previously removed, and the interior wythe is the structural wall. There is a shallow crawl
space under most of the block. Foundations are typically concrete footings/walls or stone.

Number of Storeys (Box #3-10)

Clear Storey Heights (Box #3-11)

2 + Crawl Space

4.3m - Main Floor to Upper Floor

(Upper Ceiling & Roof
Diaphragm separated by
1.5m)

3.6m - Upper Floor to Upper Ceiling

Previous Seismic Upgrade (Box #3-12)

Previous Seismic Upgrade Details (Box #3-13)

☑

No

☐

Yes

Report No: SPIR-40-001

1.5m - Upper Ceiling to Roof

Brick veneer was removed around most of the block
and replaced with wood stud walls and stucco finish.
These walls are supported by the existing foundation.
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Vertical Load-bearing Supports (VLS)

VLS Type (Box #4-1)
Wood - Balloon Construction

VLS DDL (Box #4-2)
4.0%

Supports Description (Box #4-3)
Supports are typically balloon-framed wood stud walls. Above the upper floor ceiling, interior pony walls
and exterior wood stud walls are platform-framed.
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LDRSs

Number of LDRS Prototypes (Box #4-4)
4

LDRS Prototype Details (Box #4-5)
Shaking
Direction

Prototype No.

LDRS Prototype Description

Max DDL

Capacity

N-S / E-W

W-3

Interior walls: drywall or plaster

1.25%

2%W

N-S / E-W

W-2

Exterior walls: diagonal shiplap

2.5%

2%W

N-S / E-W

R-3

Rocking above foundation

3.0%

2%W

1.25%

6%W

N-S / E-W

-

Stone foundation walls

Low

Low

Comments on LDRS Prototypes (Box #4-6)
Exterior wood stud walls are typically sheathed with diagonal shiplap. Interior wood stud walls typically
have plaster, drywall or both on each side. To maintain drift compatibility, LDRS drift is typically limited to
1.25% for LDRS lines parallel to those in the Block 2 Gym, where LDRS drift is limited to 1.25% based on
the concrete buttress columns being the primary VLS in that block. The Max DDL for Block 1 Classroom
LDRSs is increased in areas away from the Block 1 Gym, while maintaining acceptable levels of
diaphragm differential shear strain.
Along the south and east walls, the wood frame structure is supported by 600 mm wide mortared stone
foundation walls on concrete footings. This foundation type has very low shear capacity and poor
ductility.

LDRSs above Main and Upper Floor:
 There is a good distribution of LDRSs above the Upper Floor and Main Floor, and these LDRSs
typically line up.
 Interior LDRSs parallel to floor joists are typically governed by rocking due to the minimal weight
they are supporting; however, these walls are also typically a high risk as a W-3 prototype.
 Interior LDRSs perpendicular to floor joists along the corridor are typically a low to medium risk
from a shear and rocking perspective, due to the amount of wall length available and due to the
weight on the walls from above.
 Along the east wall at the front entrance to the building, there are several window openings and
minimal walls. These walls carry full roof diaphragm loads, and they are a high risk.
 There are typically poor load paths into all LDRSs and poor anchorages at the base of these
LDRSs.
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Out-of-Plane URM Walls

URM Walls (Box #4-7)

☑

No

☐

Yes

Out-of-Plane Prototype Details (Box #4-8)
Prototype
No.

Prototype Description

Max.
Height

Wall
Thickness

Surcharge

-

-

-

-

-

Comments on Out-of-Plane Prototypes (Box #4-9)
There is no unreinforced masonry in this Block.
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Roof Diaphragm

Roof Diaphragm Material (Box #4-10)

☑

Wood

☐

Concrete

☐

Steel Deck

☐

Braced Steel

Roof Diaphragm Prototype Details (Box #4-11)
Prototype
No.

Roof Diaphragm Prototype Description

Span

Max.
Movement

Capacity

D-3

Horizontal shiplap (at roof level)

56 m

-

2% Wd

D-2

Wood lath and plaster (at upper ceiling level)

13 m

-

6% Wd

Comments on Roof Diaphragm (Box #4-12)
The roof diaphragm has two layers (roof level and upper ceiling) separated by an average height of
approximately 1.5 m.
 At the roof level, the diaphragm consists of horizontal shiplap on dimensional joists. The
diaphragm is very large in plan, and there are no interior LDRSs, so all lateral loads are
transferred to perimeter walls. The diaphragm has an irregular U-shape, and it is not constructed
to minimize potential damage as a result of its shape. Diaphragm chords and struts are either
non-existent or have very limited capacity. The double top plates in perimeter walls can only be
assumed to be minimally nailed and be insufficient as chords for a diaphragm of this size. There
are minimal load path connections between the diaphragm and perimeter walls.
 Based on its construction using horizontal shiplap, the roof diaphragm has limited capacity to
handle the large demand (based on its size/span) and limited stiffness to maintain deflections
within acceptable limits for VLSs.





At the upper ceiling level, the diaphragm consists of wood lath and plaster on the underside of the
ceiling joists. The ceiling joists are not blocked at bearing walls below, and there is no sheathing
layer on top of the joists. The lath and plaster ceiling is discontinuous at interior walls below the
ceiling. There are poor load paths between the ceiling diaphragm and LDRSs. Diaphragm
chords and struts are either non-existent or minimal in capacity.
The lath and plaster diaphragm on the underside of the ceiling joists has inadequate capacity for
20 m spans.
The demand on each of these segmented diaphragms is low due to the good distribution of
interior walls below and the roof diaphragm above.
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Floor Diaphragm

Floor Diaphragm Material (Box #4-13)

☑

Wood

☐

☐

Steel Deck with Concrete Topping

Concrete

Floor Diaphragm Prototype Details (Box #4-14)
Prototype
No.

Floor Diaphragm Prototype Description

Span

Max.
Movement

Capacity

D-2

Diagonal shiplap (Upper Floor)

24 m

-

11% Wd

D-2

Diagonal shiplap (Main Floor)

56 m

-

1% Wd

Comments on Floor Diaphragm (Box #4-15)
Upper Floor Diaphragm:
The Upper Floor diaphragm has diagonal shiplap on top of dimensional lumber joists and lath and plaster
on the underside. The diaphragm is typically discontinuous at interior balloon-framed walls. Load paths
to LDRSs are poor, and diaphragm chords/struts are minimal or non-existent. Upper Floor diaphragms
typically span between interior walls acting as LDRSs. There is a good distribution of LDRSs below the
Upper Floor which limits the span of and demand on the Upper Floor diaphragms. Typical spans are 11
m, but the worst-case span is 24 m. Upper Floor diaphragms are typically a low to medium risk,
depending on the location within the Block.
Main Floor Diaphragm:
The Main Floor diaphragm is diagonal shiplap on dimensional lumber joists. The diaphragm is very large
in plan and is only supported by perimeter concrete or stone foundation walls. There are no interior
LDRSs within the Crawl Space beneath interior LDRSs above. The diaphragm has an irregular U-shape
without chords and struts capable of limiting damage as a result of its shape. Load paths to perimeter
foundation walls are assumed to be poor. The demand on the Main Floor diaphragm is significant, as it is
required to transfer lateral loads from interior LDRSs above to the perimeter foundations since there are
no interior LDRSs within the Crawl Space.
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Connections

Adequate Connections (Box #4-16)

Roof Diaphragm / LDRS

LDRS / Foundation

☐

Yes

☑

No

☐

Yes

☑

No

Comments on Connections (Box #4-17)



There is very limited information available on existing drawings with respect to framing details and
connections. Based on framing techniques at the time of construction, load path connections are
typically inadequate.
Above the Girls Change Room and Kitchen, the ledger connections supporting the lower roof framing
are unknown and should be upgraded to improve their out-of-plane capacity.
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Risk Assessment Results (Box #5-1)
Prototype
No.

Principal Element

Prototype Description

PDE

Roof Diaphragm

D-3

Horizontal shiplap

50 %

Upper Ceiling
Diaphragm

D-2

Lath and plaster

3%

Upper Floor
Diaphragm

D-2

Diagonal shiplap

<2%

Main Floor Diaphragm

D-2

Diagonal shiplap

5%

N-S/E-W LDRS

W-2

Diagonal shiplap

10 %

N-S/E-W LDRS

R-3

Rocking above foundation

19 %

N-S/E-W LDRS

W-3

Plaster/Drywall

15 %

N-S/E-W LDRS

-

Stone Foundation

> 10%

Maximum LDRS PDE (refer to GDL note below)
Existing Block Retrofit Priority Ranking

>10 %
H1

Note:

Comments on Seismic Deficiencies, Recommended Testing and Risk Assessment Results
(Box #5-2)

Block 1 is rated as a High Risk based on several seismic deficiencies with the diaphragms and LDRS
Note the following additional comments relating to the foundations:
 Perimeter foundations are typically concrete walls/footings with unknown reinforcing.
 Along the south east and east sides of the Block, the foundations are 600 mm wide mortared
stone on concrete footings.
 Foundation walls are typically higher on the east side of the building due to the sloped nature of
the site.
 The foundations around the perimeter of the Block are currently being relied upon to resist 100%
of the potential lateral loads on the Block.
 The stone foundations are a high risk due to their low shear capacity, their non-ductile nature and
their role as primary support to the VLSs above.
 The capacity of the concrete foundations is variable depending on the nature of the reinforcing.
Recommended Testing or Investigations
 Investigate to confirm existing construction details as required to suit the retrofit design.
 The school district has reported that there are issues with the building envelope. This could be
investigated prior to detailed design.
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Retrofit Options Documented (Box #6-1)
No.

Retrofit Performance Level

Chapter

1

Life Safety

7

Comments on Documented Retrofit Options (Box #6-2)
A Phased Retrofit approach is not considered to be practical for this Block, as the difference in scope
between a Phased Retrofit and a Life Safety Retrofit is minimal. The only components in this Block that
could be deleted for a Phased Retrofit are bracing systems between the walls and roof as noted on the
Upper Floor Ceiling Diaphragm Plan S06. The scope of work and cost savings associated with this item
is less than 5% of the total scope of work for the project.
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Retrofit Concept

See Box #6‐2
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Retrofit Concept
See Retrofit Concept Plans S01 to S08
and Typical Retrofit Notes in Appendix A

Comments on Retrofit Concept (Box #8-1)
Life Safety Retrofit Strategy:
 Upgrade roof diaphragm to D-1 by installing plywood sheathing on top of existing shiplap.
Introduce new diaphragm struts and chords, and improve load paths between roof diaphragm
and existing/new LDRSs below. Diaphragm spans will be reduced by installing new LDRSs
within attic space.
 Install W-1 LDRSs in the attic space between the Upper Ceiling and the roof diaphragm. The
new shearwalls will be located to line up with LDRSs below.
 Upgrade load path connections between the diaphragms at the Upper Ceiling level and LDRSs
below. Introduce new drag struts and chords as required. Brace the top of the walls below the
Upper Ceiling diaphragm to the roof at all load-bearing walls.
 Upgrade load path connections between the diaphragms at the Upper Floor level and LDRSs
below. Introduce new drag struts and chords as required.
 Upgrade existing interior LDRSs to W-1 types, while improving load path connections and
anchorage at the tops and bottoms of the walls.
 Upgrade existing exterior LDRSs by improving load path connections and anchorage. Where
required, upgrade wall types to W-1 by installing plywood on the inside of the wall.
 On the north side of the Gym, above the Girls Changeroom and the Kitchen, existing ledger
connections on each side of the lower roof will be upgraded to improve their out-of-plane
capacity.
 At the Main Floor level, improve diaphragm connections to the foundations and introduce new
chords and struts. The diaphragm spans and demand will be reduced with new LDRSs below.
 Below the Main Floor within the Crawl Space, introduce new W-1 LDRSs and reinforced footings
below LDRSs above.
 Remove all existing stone foundations and replace with reinforced concrete foundation walls and
footings.
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Retrofit LDRSs

Number of Retrofit LDRS Prototypes (Box #8-2)
1

Retrofit LDRS Prototype Details (Box #8-3)
Shaking
Direction

Prototype
No.

LDRS Prototype Description

Max PDE

Max DDL

Rm

N-S or E-W

W-1

Blocked plywood

2%

2.5 %

6.4 % Ws

N-S or E-W

W-1

Blocked plywood

2%

1.25 %

23.7 % Ws

Comments on Retrofit LDRS Prototypes (Box #8-4)
Retrofit existing wood stud walls into W-1 plywood shearwalls in select locations around the Block. See
plan for locations. Areas of the building where drift is limited by the non-ductile concrete columns shall
have a Max DDL of 1.25%. Considering drift compatibility, certain areas of the building may be allowed to
drift up to a Max DDL of 2.5%, based on diaphragms not exceeding their maximum differential shear
strain limits.
See the Retrofit Concept Plans and Typical Retrofit Notes for additional comments.

(3)

SPIR Benchmarks

Benchmark SPIRs (Box #8-5)
Benchmark SPIR
No.

Benchmark SPIR Description

Retrofit Cost
($ / m2)

SPIR – B - 001

Lord Selkirk Elementary, VSB#19B

$970 / sq.m.

Comments: The retrofit costs shown exclude soft costs; they include construction only plus a 15% design
contingency.

(4)

Scope of Retrofit
Refer to Appendix A for details on the scope of work for both the structural and non-structural
retrofits.

(5)

Retrofit Cost Estimate
Refer to Appendix B for details on the retrofit cost estimate for the life safety retrofit. A summary
of the life safety retrofit is given in Chapter 10.
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Schedule

Schedule (Box #8-7)
No.

Schedule Issue

1

Value

Retrofit duration

12 months

Comment on Operational Disruption:
Large sections of the school will need to be vacated during
construction. Temporary accommodation is required unless the
school has sufficient extra space. The central area could be
constructed in one or two summer periods.

(7)

Construction Risks

Risks (Box #8-8)
Risk Description

Significant Risk

Asbestos

☑

Yes

☐

No

Vermiculite

☐

Yes

☑

No

Risk Management Comments (Box #8-9)
The School District has a May 2012 report on asbestos-containing materials in Block 1 prepared by Sure
Hazmat and Testing. The School District has also obtained quotations for the removal of asbestoscontaining materials, including drywall taping compound on walls, parging cement on pipe fittings and
corrugated paper on pipe insulation.
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Summary of Enhanced Performance Retrofit (Box #9-1)
Not applicable
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Conclusions (Box #10-1)
Block 1 is determined to be a High risk, as it has several structural components with a probability greater
than 10% in 50 years of exceeding life safety drift limits:
 The roof diaphragm has insufficient capacity, stiffness and chords.
 The load path connections between the diaphragms and the LDRSs and between the LDRSs
and the foundation are inadequate.
 The LDRSs are inadequate.
 The concrete buttress columns in Block 2 are non-ductile, and they restrict the allowable drift of
certain sections of this Block.
 The stone foundations in certain areas of the building are inadequate, and those at new LDRSs
should be upgraded.
 Some out-of-plane connections require upgrading.

There is minimal savings associated with a Phased Retrofit, as the scope of work compared to a Life
Safety Retrofit is less than 5% different. A detailed estimate is not provided.
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Conclusions: Retrofit Cost Estimates (Box #10-2)
The life safety construction cost estimate for Block 1 is $3,841,800 or $1,188 / m2. The detailed Class C
cost estimate for Block 2 is attached in Appendix B.

Recommendations (Box #10-3)
Block 1 of Sir Richard McBride Elementary School is a high risk to earthquake hazard. The difference in
scope of work between a Phased Retrofit and a Life Safety Retrofit is less than 5% in terms of cost.
The scope of work for a Life Safety Retrofit includes upgrading the roof diaphragm and parts of the
Upper Ceiling diaphragm; upgrading drag struts and chords in all diaphragms; upgrading the LDRSs at
all levels of the Block; upgrading the load path connections between the diaphragms and the LDRSs and
between the LDRSs and the foundations; installing new foundations within the Crawl Space and under
new LDRSs; removing and replacing the existing stone foundations; and improving intra-block
connections. Temporary shoring work will be required to carry out foundation upgrades, and the floor
will need to be opened up to provide access to certain areas of the Crawl Space.
Prior to carrying out detailed design, it will be necessary to carry out investigations to confirm details of
existing construction.
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Typical Retrofit Notes

Sir Richard McBride Elementary School

R1 ‐ Typical W‐1 (Ply 1 Side) LDRS Retrofit in Main and Upper Floors
Remove existing millwork, services and finishes on the interior side of the wall to expose full‐height stud
framing. Remove dropped ceiling as required for access to wall. Remove a 600 mm wide strip of plaster
ceiling parallel to the stud wall to provide access to floor joist framing above the retrofit wall. Upgrade
load path connections at the top and bottom of the LDRS; install holdowns at each end of the wall
(including the top of the wall for LDRSs above); and install blocking and plywood on the interior side of
the wall. Restore ceiling, wall and interior finishes. Structural details are similar to WSW#1 and WSW#2.
R2 ‐ Typical W‐1 (Ply 2 Sides) LDRS Retrofit in Main and Upper Floors
Remove existing millwork, services and finishes on both sides of the wall to expose full‐height stud
framing. Remove dropped ceiling as required for access to wall on each side. Remove a 600 mm wide
strip of plaster ceiling parallel to the stud wall on one side to provide access to floor joist framing above
the retrofit wall. Upgrade load path connections at the top and bottom of the LDRS; install holdowns at
each end of the wall (including the top of the wall for LDRSs above); install new studs to create double
studs at all panel edges; and install blocking and plywood on both sides of the wall. Restore ceiling, wall
and interior finishes. Structural details are similar to WSW#1 and WSW#2.
Note: Some W‐2 LDRSs will require temporary shoring and removal of the existing studs, followed by
installation of new engineered wood stud walls (with double studs at panel edges). See plan for
locations.
R3 ‐ Typical W‐1 LDRS Retrofit in Attic (Interior Walls)
For interior walls, install new stud walls directly above LDRSs in the Upper Floor. Install blocking
between ceiling joists and upgrade load path connections between the LDRSs above and below the
ceiling joists. Install new holdowns at each end of the wall. Upgrade load path connections between
the top of the wall and the roof diaphragm. Install plywood on one or both sides of the wall as per plan.
Structural details are similar to WSW#1, WSW#2 and WSW#3.
R4 ‐ Typical W‐1 LDRS Retrofit in Attic (Perimeter Walls)
For perimeter walls, upgrade load path connections between the LDRSs above and below the ceiling
joists and between the top of the wall and the roof diaphragm. Install new holdowns at each end of the
wall. Install plywood on the inside of the wall. Structural details are similar to WSW#1, WSW#2 and
WSW#3.
R5 ‐ Typical W‐1 LDRS Retrofit in Crawl Space
Cut open Main Floor framing and provide an opening large enough for access to work in Crawl Space in
the area of LDRS retrofits. Install new continuous footings under new W‐1 LDRSs with mass footings at
each end of the walls. Install new stud walls with plywood to line up with W‐1 LDRSs above the Main
Floor. Install holdowns at each end of the walls. Upgrade load path connections between the Crawl
Space LDRSs and the Main Floor diaphragm. Structural details are similar to WSW#1 and WSW#2.
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R6 ‐ Typical S‐2 LDRS Retrofit
Temporarily shore the two glulam roof beams at the Covered Play Area where the new steel cross brace
is to be installed. Install a new footing connecting the two columns at each end of the brace; install new
steel columns and connections to the new footing; install a horizontal strut at the top of the frame;
install a new steel cross brace and connections to the columns and strut. Parallel to the strut and cross
brace, install a new drag strut between all existing glulam beams with continuous connections to tie into
the cross brace frame. Details are similar to those shown in SF#1. Restore asphalt paving around braced
frame upon completion.
R7 ‐ Roof Diaphragm Upgrade
‐Remove existing roofing materials and expose the top of the existing roof structure (wood decking in
Block 2 and horizontal shiplap in Block 1).
‐In Block 1, install new plywood sheathing on top of existing shiplap sheathing as per WD#1 (2/3).
‐In Block 2, install new plywood sheathing on top of existing T&G decking as per WD#1 (1/3).
‐Install new roofing materials.
R8 ‐ Upper Floor Ceiling Bracing Upgrade
‐From within the Attic space, install a system of braces from the top of load‐bearing walls below to the
roof diaphragm above. The brace system will utilize dimensional lumber braces spaced at 1220 mm on
centre with continuous 38x89 ties at midspan of the braces. Diagonal braces will be lapped and nailed
to ceiling and roof joists/blocking.
R9 ‐ Typical Drag Strut at Main Floor Diaphragm Level
‐Where the drag strut is located at existing floor beams, install Simpson MST37 straps at all beam‐to‐
beam connections.
‐Where the drag strut is parallel to floor joists but is not at a beam location, install new double 2x10
floor joists with Simpson MST37 strap splices.
‐Where the drag strut is perpendicular to floor joists but is not at a beam location, install double 2x10
blocking between floor joists, and install a continuous Simpson CMST12 strap on the underside of the
blocking.
‐Where the drag strut is parallel along the top of a new W‐1 LDRS, install a continuous Simpson CMST12
strap alongside the top of the stud wall. (This is not required in locations where existing beams are at
the top of the new LDRS wall, in which case MST37 straps will be used at beam splice locations, as
described above.)
‐Drag struts are typically similar to WD#1 (3/3).
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R10 ‐ Typical Drag Struts and Chords at Upper Floor Diaphragm Level
‐Install struts and chords from below.
‐Remove dropped ceiling as required for access to the underside of the floor structure at drag strut
locations. Remove lath and plaster ceiling on the underside of the Upper Floor joists (minimum 600 mm
wide strip parallel to strut) to provide access for structural upgrade. Where the strut is perpendicular to
floor joists, install solid blocking between the joists, and install a continuous Simpson CMST12 strap on
the underside of the floor joists. Where the strut is parallel to the floor joists, install a new double joists
or laminate to an existing joist, and install a continuous Simpson CMST12 strap on the underside of the
double joist.
‐Drag struts are typically similar to WD#1 (3/3).
R11 ‐ Typical Drag Struts and Chords at Upper Floor Ceiling Diaphragm Level
‐Install new drag struts and chords from within the Attic.
‐Where drag struts are perpendicular to joists, install double solid blocking between joists, and install
continuous Simpson CMST12 straps on top of blocking.
‐Where drag struts are parallel to joists, install new double joists or laminate to existing joists, and install
continuous Simpson CMST12 straps on top of double joists.
‐ Drag struts are typically similar to WD#1 (3/3).
R12 ‐ Typical Drag Struts and Chords at Roof Diaphragm Level
‐Install Simpson CMST12 straps on top of new plywood diaphragm sheathing at the time of roof
diaphragm upgrade. Install continuous 2x6 blocking on flat under roof shiplap at strap locations to
anchor nailing of straps. Drag struts are typically similar to WD#1 (3/3).
R13 ‐ New Concrete Footings for Shear and Uplift
‐Where noted on plan, provide new footings or enlargements of existing footings for shear and uplift
under W‐1 LDRSs. Provide enlarged footings for uplift as per CF#1. Provide new continuous footings
under new W‐1 LDRSs as per WSW#1 (2/2).
R14 ‐ Replacement of Existing Stone Foundations
‐On the east and southeast sides of the building, existing foundation walls consist of 600 mm wide
mortared stone on concrete footings. Refer to the plan for the assumed extent of these foundation
walls, which shall be removed and replaced with reinforced cast‐in‐place walls as part of this retrofit.
‐The wood frame structure, including floors and walls, supported by these foundations will have to be
temporarily shored to facilitate this upgrade.
R15 ‐ Anchorage of Main Floor Diaphragm to Foundations
‐Around the perimeter of the Crawl Space, anchor the Main Floor diaphragm to the existing/new
foundations for out‐of‐plane as per WD#3. For in‐plane, use details similar to WSW #2 and WSW#4,
noting that the Main Floor joists typically site directly on a sill plate on the top of the foundation walls.
‐Due to limited space to work within the Crawl Space on the north half of the building, openings in the
floor will be required to carry out this retrofit.
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R16 ‐ Openings in Floor Required to Carry Out Crawl Space Retrofits
‐Except for the east side of the school, there is limited headroom to work within Crawl Space and carry
out the retrofits at the Main Floor diaphragm level and below. Due to these conditions, openings will
need to be cut in the floor to provide access to work and carry out the retrofits.
‐Openings will be required around the perimeter of the crawl space to carry out in‐plane and out‐of‐
plane anchorage upgrades; along drag struts and chords; and at new LDRS and footing upgrades within
the Crawl Space.
‐Openings will not be required on the east side of the Crawl Space as defined on plan.
‐Provide openings as follows: Remove millwork, floor finishes and existing shiplap sheathing in a
continuous 1200 mm wide strip at locations where retrofit is required. Carry out retrofit as per details.
Install new plywood floor sheathing on top of existing floor joists as per WD#1(2/3) to replace shiplap.
Restore floor finishes and millwork.
R17 ‐ New Concrete Foundations under New W‐1 LDRSs on East Side of Gym
‐On the east side of the Gym in Block 1, new foundations similar to CF#1 and WSW#1(2/2) are required.
At this location, after temporary shoring for the structure above is in place, remove existing Gym
flooring to provide access to the slab‐on‐grade. Cut the slab and remove to provide access to existing
footings and for installation of new footings. Remove existing footings where new footings are required,
or underpin and supplement with new footings. Install new slab to restore existing and restore flooring.
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Sir Richard McBride Elementary Block #1
Seismic Project Identification Report
Class C Estimate

Location

Scope

Comments

April 2013

Quantity

Unit Rate

Cost

Subtotal

Totals

Building Floor Area (sf) = 34800
Structural (incl. demo)
S01
Foundations

$1,488,200
$223,600

New concrete fdn walls around perimeter
Shore existing structure
Cut out asphalt paving
Excavate, haul, dispose soil, asphalt
ext side of wall
Demo, haul, dispose stone wall
Formwork for new conc fdn wall
New reinforcing steel
Concrete supply & placement
New backfill adjacent fdns

S01

S01, S02

S01, S02

S01

S01

S02

Foundations

Crawl Space

Crawl Space

Crawl Space LDRS

Crawl Space LDRS

Main Floor Diaphragm

S02

Main Floor Diaphragm

Main Floor Diaphragm

84 cy

$200
$2.50

$56,800
$2,100

$50

$4,200

cf
sf
lb
cy
cy

$50
$10
$1
$200
$20

$113,600
$22,700
$5,700
$16,800
$1,700

125 cy

$100

$12,500

2272
2272
5680
84
84

$94,600

New concrete ftgs/grade beam in Crawl Space
Excavate, haul, dispose soil
Formwork for new concrete grade
beam
New reinforcing steel
Concrete supply & placement

844 sf

$20

$16,900

7596 lb
125 cy

$2
$400

$15,200
$50,000

Shoring of beams for footing work

294 lf

$150

$44,100

Cut access in floor to work in Crawl
Repair floor structure openings

2548 sf
2548 sf

$5
$10

$12,700
$25,500

Frame new stud walls w/ ply 1/S
Anchor wall plates to fdn
New load path connections at top of
wall
New holdowns

1088 sf
272 lf

$14
$10

$15,200
$2,700

Frame new stud walls w/ ply 2/S
Anchor wall plates to fdn
New load path connections at top of
wall
New holdowns

200 sf
50 lf

$44,100

Interior shoring of beam line

$38,200

Cut open floor to provide access to Crawl Space

Install new wood stud walls w/ ply on 1/S as per
WSW#1,WSW#2, R5

$73,100

272 lf
16 ea

$45

$12,200

$300

$4,800

$18
$10

$3,600
$500

Install new wood stud walls w/ ply on 2/S as per
WSW#1,WSW#2, R5

$14,300

$45

$9,000

$300

$1,200

200 lf

1286 lf

$20

$25,700

New blocking & strap ties

614 lf

$60

$36,800

(WSW#2 & WSW#4)

614 lf

$60

$36,800

4 ea

$25,700

New drag struts/chords per WD#1(3/3) u/s Joists
New blocking & straps

S02

284 lf
848 sf

$36,800

Floor joist anchorage to perimeter walls (WD#3)

Diaphragm connections to perimeter walls in-plane
(WSW#2 & WSW#4)
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Class C Estimate

Location
S03

Main Floor LDRS

Scope

Comments

Main Floor LDRS

Upper Floor Diaphragm

Upper Floor Diaphragm

Upper Floor LDRS

Upper Floor LDRS

Upper Ceiling Diaphragm

Upper Ceiling Diaphragm

421 lf
76 ea

$15

$75,800

$30

$12,600

$300

$22,800

1140 sf

$25

95 lf

$30

$2,900

$300

$4,800

1451 lf

$7

$10,200

1451 lf

$30

$43,500

318 sf
106 lf

$5
$35

$1,600
$3,700

4790 sf

$15

$71,900

1437 sf

$7

$10,100

1437 lf

$15

$21,600

479 lf

$15

$7,200

$300

$26,400

16 ea

$28,500

$5,300

Connections between Upper Floor & walls

Retrofit exist wood stud walls w/ ply on int side as
per WSW#1 & WSW#2

$137,200

88 ea

Retrofit exist wood stud walls w/ ply 2/S as per
WSW#1 & WSW#2

$34,900
1000 sf

$25

$25,000

300 sf

$7

$2,100

100 lf

$30

$3,000

$300

$4,800

678 lf

$30

$20,300

1134 lf

$20

$22,700

16 ea

New drag struts/chords per WD#1(3/3) top of Joists

$20,300
New strut chord per WD#1(3/3)

S06

$22,700

Brace top of wall to roof diaphragm
New brace members & connections
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Totals

$53,700

Demo wall finishes & new ply 2/S w/
blocking
Demo ceiling & dropped ceiling for load
paths at top
New load path connections at top &
bottom of wall
New holdowns
S06

5052 sf

New drag struts/chords per WD#1(3/3) u/s Joists

Demo wall finishes & new ply 1/S w/
blocking
Demo ceiling & dropped ceiling for load
paths at top
New load path connections at bottom of
wall
New load path connections at top of
wall
New holdowns
S05

Subtotal

$36,200

Demo ceiling & expose
Reinforce existing connections
S05

Cost

Retrofit exist wood stud walls w/ ply 2/S as per
WSW#1 & WSW#2

Demo exist dropped ceilng & ceiling u/s
joists
New strut chord per WD#1(3/3)
S04

Unit Rate

$111,200

Demo wall finishes & new ply 2/S w/
blocking
New load path connections at top &
bottom of wall
New holdowns
S04

Quantity

Retrofit exist wood stud walls w/ ply on int side as
per WSW#1 & WSW#2
Demo wall finishes & new ply 1/S w/
blocking
New load path connections at top &
bottom of wall
New holdowns

S03

April 2013
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Location
S07

S07

S07

S08

Attic LDRS

Attic LDRS

Attic LDRS

Roof Diaphragm

Scope

Comments

Roof Diaphragm
Roof Diaphragm

Unit Rate

Cost

Subtotal

Totals

$44,000
New ply 1/S w/ blocking
New load path connections at top &
bottom of wall
New holdowns

920 sf

$30

$27,600

184 lf

$60

$11,000

$300

$5,400

New stud walls & ply 1/S w/ blocking
New load path connections at top &
bottom of wall
New holdowns

1300 sf

$30

$39,000

18 ea

New wood stud walls w/ ply 1/S or 2/S as per WSW#1
& WSW#2

$66,600

Retrofit exist perimeter wood stud walls w/ ply on int
side as per WSW#1 & WSW#2
Upper Floor Area northeast of Attic
New ply 1/S w/ blocking
New load path connections at top &
bottom of wall
New holdowns

260 lf
40 ea

$60

$15,600

$300

$12,000

$30

$29,400

$38,900
980 sf
98 lf

$60

$5,900

$300

$3,600

18237 sf

$2.25

$41,000

1455 lf

$25

$36,400

300 sf
100 lf

$7
$25

$2,100
$2,500

$1,240,200

$248,000

12 ea

$41,000

Upgrade Gym roof diaphragm per WD#1(2/3)

$36,400

New drag struts/chords for Gym Roof
Simpson straps on plywood

S08

Quantity

Retrofit exist perimeter wood stud walls w/ ply on int
side as per WSW#1 & WSW#2

New plywood on roof
S08

April 2013

$4,600

Upgrade ledger connections in Lower Roof '2
Demo ceiling
New ledger connections

$248,000

General Requirements
Contractor overhead, insurance, mobilization, site
superintendent, profit.
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Location
Architectural
Foundations
Foundations
Foundations
Crawl Space Work
Main Floor LDRS
Upper Floor Diaphragm
Upper Floor Diaphragm
Upper Floor Diaphragm
Upper Floor LDRS
Upper Floor LDRS
Roof Diaphragm
Roof Diaphragm
Entire Building
Entire Building
Miscellaneous
General Requirements

Scope

Comments

Stone wall replacement
Stone wall replacement
Stone wall replacement
Main Floor openings for access to work
Wood shearwalls
Drag struts/chords
Drag struts/chords
Connections btwn Upper Floor & walls
Wood shearwalls
Wood shearwalls - Load paths top of wall
Roof diaphragm upgrade
Upgrade ledger connections in Lower Roof '2

New stone façade
New asphalt paving
R&R landscaping
Install new floor finishes
R&R wall finishes
New ceiling drywall
New dropped ceiling
New ceilnig
R&R wall finishes
New ceiling drywall
Demo and new roofing materials
Repair ceilng
R&R doors, frames, hardware
R&R millwork

Contractor overhead, insurance, mobilization, site
superintendent, profit.

April 2013

Quantity
1136
94
1
6627
6192
4326
8706
318
5790
1737
18237
300
34800
34800
1

sf
sy
ls
sf
sf
sf
sf
sf
sf
sf
sf
sf
sf
sf
ls

20%

Unit Rate

Cost

$60
$80
$5,000
$8
$8
$3
$5
$8
$8
$3
$30
$3
$0.55
$1.65
$150,000

$68,200
$7,500
$5,000
$53,000
$49,500
$13,000
$43,500
$2,500
$46,300
$5,200
$547,100
$900
$19,100
$57,400
$150,000

$1,068,200

$213,600

Mechanical
Remove and Replace

Fire Suppression Sprinkler lines and hot water hydronic
heat lines. Radiator re and re.

General Requirements

Contractor overhead, insurance, mobilization, site
superintendent, profit.

Remove and Replace

Electrical devices and fixtures, Remove and replace.

General Requirements

Contractor overhead, insurance, mobilization, site
superintendent, profit.

34800 sf

20%

$6

$208,800

$208,800

$41,800

$3.50

$121,800

$121,800

$24,400

$200,000
$3,166,800

$200,000
$475,000

Electrical
34800 sf
20%

Contingencies & Allowances
Asbestos Removal
Design Contingency

1 ls
15%

SUB TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS:
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Subtotal

Totals
$1,281,800

$37 / sf
$398 / sm

$250,600

$7 / sf
$75 / sm

$146,200

$4 / sf
$43 / sm

$675,000

$19 / sf
$204 / sm

$3,841,800

$110 / sf
$1,183 / sm
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Figure D.1 ‐ East Eleva tion
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Figure D.3
3 ‐ North Elevaation

Figure D.4
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Figure D.5 ‐ Stone Fo
oundation on Concrete
C
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Figgure D.8 ‐ Typical Corridor (U
Upper Floor)

Figure D.9 ‐ Typicaal Ceiling Spacee (Main Floor))
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